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Bolivia and ACI Systems Alemania found joint venture to extract and
industrialize lithium

Bolivian-German energy and mobility initiative takes off
On 12 December 2018, the Bolivian state-owned company Yacimientos
de Litio Bolivianos (YLB) and the German company ACI Systems
Alemania GmbH (ACISA) founded the joint venture YLB-ACISA. It was
sealed by the signatures of Juan Carlos Montenegro, CEO of YLB, and
Professor Wolfgang Schmutz, CEO of ACISA, in the presence of senior
government representatives from both countries. The aim of the joint
venture is the sustainable extraction and industrialization of lithium, as
well as other raw materials from Salar de Uyuni, the world's largest salt
lake.
After more than three years of intensive preparation, the launching of the joint
venture YLB-ACISA on 12 December 2018 in Berlin lays the foundation stone
for implementing a long-term Bolivian-German energy and mobility initiative.
As part of this joint venture, lithium hydroxide is to be extracted from so-called
residual brine. The residual brine comes from existing evaporation basins,
which were constructed for the production of potassium chloride and lithium
carbonate. With previous technologies, the residual brine could not be used
for anything else and therefore had to be discarded. Thanks to ACISA's
innovative process, it can now be utilized to produce lithium hydroxide
profitably with a high lithium yield that is suitable for use in batteries. In the
coming years, there is a plan to establish a further joint venture to
manufacture cathode material and battery systems in Bolivia and Germany.
Lithium – a key raw material of the 21st century
Lithium is an elementary component of rechargeable lithium-ion batteries,
which are found today in almost all battery-powered devices - from
smartphones and e-bikes to cordless screwdrivers and electric vehicles. The
"white gold" is also needed for storage systems that store energy from
renewable sources. This makes the light metal a key raw material of the 21st
century, and the demand for it is expected to double by 2025. One of the

world's largest lithium deposits is located at Salar de Uyuni in the Bolivian
Andes - around 10 million tons of high quality lithium.
A win-win situation for all concerned
The partner company YLB-ACISA creates added value for both countries. For
the first time in decades, Germany has secured direct access to non-domestic
raw materials. This is particularly important for the German automotive
industry due to the emerging electromobility boom.
Bolivia holds 51 percent of the shares through the state-owned company YLB.
The partnership thus enables the South American country to develop a futureoriented industry and create prosperity for the population. The start of
production of lithium as a raw material is scheduled for the second half of
2021. By the end of 2022, an annual production capacity of 35,000 to 40,000
tons of lithium hydroxide is targeted. On the basis of a feasibility study,
investments for this project currently amount to approximately 300 million
euros. There are plans to further expand capacity.
Environmentally and socially compatible extraction and industrialization
With the joint venture, the partners are also breaking new technological
ground. For example, state-of-the-art technology is implemented to extract
and industrialize lithium in a sustainable, environmentally and socially
compatible way. Together with partner companies, in particular K-UTEC AG
Salt Technologies, ACISA has developed a globally-unique process for this
purpose. It enables a high lithium hydroxide yield to be obtained from residual
brine with a high magnesium content. At the same time, the innovative
process cuts water consumption by around half compared with the
technologies used to date. In order to significantly reduce CO2 emissions, 20
to 30 percent of the plant's energy requirements are provided by its own
photovoltaic system at Salar de Uyuni. These technologies make a significant
contribution to the sustainable and cost-efficient extraction of this raw material.
In addition to lithium, other raw materials important for industrial use are also
extracted from the residual brine, thus reducing waste to a minimum.
The energy and mobility initiative will create around 1,000 direct, skilled jobs
and up to 10,000 indirect jobs in Bolivia. The transfer of know-how is an
essential part of ACISA's services. This includes the training and qualification
of employees as part of the planned German-Bolivian training partnership.

There are also plans to set up a social foundation to which part of the jointlygenerated profits will go to train and qualify young people in Bolivia.
These and other measures will help to ensure that the Bolivian-German
energy and mobility initiative results in sustainable energy and future
prospects as well as profits both for Bolivia and Germany.
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